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The ember bed and logs are specifically designed to 
maximize the flame effect, which is now brighter than 
ever. Our flame effect runs on 10W, which is less than the 
energy consumption of a light bulb.

POWERFLAME FIREBOX
23PF1A



PLUG&PLAY BUILT-IN ELECTRIC FIRE
The missing piece to your fireplace project.

Easy to install In furniture or wood fireplace mantels.  No extra 
hardware required.

Slim design Having a depth of only 15 cm, the TAGU PowerFlame 
firebox can be easily framed into masonry fireplaces or 
walls using the optional FISK-23 Installation Kit.

7-DAY TIMER SAVES ENERGY
Eco-friendly and budget-friendly.

The right temperature at the right time
 Set the heating schedule for each day of the week and 

enjoy a warm room whenever you’d like.

Precise temperature control Stay comfortable while saving energy thanks to the 
built-in digital thermostat.

Open Window Detection If the window is open or the temperature suddenly 
drops, the TAGU PowerFlame firebox automatically 
stops and takes care of the environment.

Hidden LED Display You’ll be able to see all the settings, which will 
disappear after one minute.



ULTRA-BRIGHT FLAME EFFECT
Perfectly visible during day or night.

Adjustable flame brightness Bright enough in a summer day or enticingly subtle for 
those cosy winter nights.

Energy Saving LED
The flame effect runs on 10W, which is less than the 
energy consumption of a light bulb.

Powerflame
Ember bed and logs are specifically designed to 
maximize the flame effect, which is now brighter than 
ever.

1500W HEATER INSIDE
Powerful yet silent

Whisper quiet It’s the most quiet heater we’ve ever developed and 
can warm rooms up to 37 square meters.

Sleep Timer At night, use the Sleep Timer feature and fall asleep 
in a cosy ambiance.

All-season fireplace The flame effect can work with or without the heat, 
so you can enjoy your fireplace year round.



REMOTE CONTROL
Control the fireplace remotely

Multifunctional Remote Control
Control all functions with the included remote 
control.

Width (mm) 600

Height (mm) 503

Depth (mm) 150

Built-in opening size (mm) 584 x 495

Heating power (Watt) 1500

Heating capacity (m2) 37

Heating technology Nichrome Heater Blower

Thermostat interval 17°C – 27°C

Features

7-day programmable heating schedule
Digital thermostat
Electronic timer
Open window detection
Adjustable brightness
Remote control

Flame technology LED

EAN 5949096089061

FIREBOX SPECIFICATIONS




